
Prayer Unit 5 

Theme: The Principle and Foundation. 

Grace: To ask for what I desire -- both an understanding of the P & F and a deep belief of the heart that 
however God calls, it is with the power of the risen Lord. 

        The Principle and Foundation expresses the stance of a person of faith who is seeking to live a life in harmony with 
God's desires. To understand it is not to have achieved it. The stance and attitude of the Principle and Foundation (P & F) 
cannot be achieved by one's own effort. It is the gift of God.  
 
        Hopefully as you are praying through the Spiritual Exercises over the next few weeks, God will give you both the desire 
for and the gift of such Spiritual Freedom. Whenever God calls, God calls us to discover our choices from this stance of 
freedom in the power of the risen Lord by the working of the Spirit. Paul's prayer in Ephesians 1:15-23 is also our prayer. 
 
Prayer Texts: 
 
      Since you are looking for a deeper understanding of this P & F, it will be more helpful to ponder reflectively asking 
yourself questions such as, "What does this phrase mean? How do I understand it? How does this apply to my life?" Then 
dialogue with God about it. 

a) P & F first part What is the meaning of "to be created," "other things"? What "other things" in my life exist between 
my "me" and God? It may be helpful to list them.  

b) P & F middle part From my own experience, what "creatures" have proved helpful? a hindrance? When? Where? How? 
Why? What "other things" tend to influence my life decisions: status? possessions? job? acceptance 
of others? talents? clothes? lifestyle? Read Phil 3:7-16. 

c) P & F last part How can a person be "indifferent"? How can one be free from the desire for health or a long life? If I 
am to be truly open, from what `things' do I need to be freed? Does this freeing mean that I will never 
get them back? Read Phil 1:18-26 on the freedom of Paul. What might be some examples of choosing 
what is `more conducive' to the end for which we are created? 

d) In the light of your prayer exercises of the past several weeks and the past three days, write out the 
P & F in your own words. Use pen and paper during your prayer exercise period. You might find it 
helpful to write a letter to God expressing the truths of this P & F in your own way. It would be helpful 
to pay close attention to how you interpret the following aspects:  
• In terms of the way we presently understand our position on planet earth in the universe, how 

are we called to be in relationship to all of creation?  
• What is the image of your personal role? Are you a short-term guest? a loving host? a gardener? 

a steward? or some other image? 
• As you express the purpose of creation and the `use of created things' with a spirituality of 

balance and indifference, how are you going to express these truths from a perspective of God's 
overall dream for the universe?  

• As you think about expressing the truth about choosing what is `more conducive,' how will you 
include the cooperative efforts of many others?  

• How do ecological issues affect your own interpretation of this P & F? 

e) Philippians 4:11-
13 

In God, who is the source of strength, I have strength for everything. 

f) John 14:15-28 I shall ask my Abba to give you the Spirit who will teach you all things. 

        Guardian God, guide us in our daily efforts. May the changing moods of our human hearts and the limits which our 
failings impose on hope never blind us to you. May the faith you have nurtured in us reveal the way of love and give us the 
promise of peace. We need your Spirit to remove any selfishness that blurs our vision of this faith. 

  -- adapted from a Roman Catholic prayer of worship 
  
 
 



Additional Readings for reflection outside prayer times: 
  

Jeremiah 1:4-10 The reaction of Jeremiah could very well be our reaction at this point, and 

Luke 24:36-53 we might be filled with the incomprehension of the disciples with respect to the 
P & F. But if we bring these reactions to Wisdom itself, our minds will be opened 
to understand the scriptures as God shows us how to wait for the power of the 
Spirit. 

Hebrews 11:8-10, 17-19 Filled with this power, we shall believe and trust as Abraham did, so that what 
God has begun in us, God will be able to fulfil. 

John 15:1-8, 16-17 God will personally do the pruning as the vinedresser does in order that we may 
bear more fruit. 

Ephesians 1:15-23 God enlightens our vision and gives us the knowledge of the hope to which we 
are called with the same strength that God used in raising Jesus. 

Ephesians 3:20 God's power now at work in us can do more than we can ask or imagine. 

  
 
 
 


